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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

On Frida) 61h April, 2007 an Iveco brand heavy rigid household recycling truck was being driven

upon Stave Place at Kellyville Ridge as part ora scheduled collection route. The weather conditions

were described as being fine although overcast.

The suburb or Kellyville Ridge is a residential area within the I3lacktown City Council Local

Government Area in the north-west area of the Greater Sydney Metropolitan Area.

About 12.10pm that day the Iveco truck had collected recycling containers along the northern side or

Stave Place and continued into Miller Way before turning around to collect recycling containers on

the opposite side of the road, firstly in Miller Way then along Stave Place.

Adjacent to the Miller Way/Stave Place intersection the driver of the Iveco became aware of a young

child riding a pushbike along the footpath on the right. The Iveco truck passed the young child

without incident and continued onto Stave Place to continue collecting recycling containers.

Due to the restrictions on access to the containers created by a vehicle parked upon Stave Place it was

necessary for the lveco to be reversed a short distance.

Prior to reversing. the driver or the Iveco states to having looked in both external mirrors and a

reversing-camera monitor.

Whilst manoeuvring the Iveco a short distance in reverse to reach a number or those recycling

containers the rear driver"s side of the vehicle collided with, and drove over, a young child riding a

pushbike. The lveco was then driven forward to reach othcr containers. driving over the young

child on a second occasion.

intervention of a witness.

The driver of that vehicle was unaware of either impact until the

The response of emergency services was timely howevel' the young chil(fs injuries were so SCVCI"C he

did not survive.

Rcsponsibility 1'01' investigation into the circumstances of the collision has becn carried by local

Police.
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CERTIFICATE OF EXPERT EVIDENCE
Section 177, Evidence Act 1995 No. 25

1.0 EXPERT DECLARATION

1.1 This statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence which I would be prepared, if

necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is true to the best of my knowledge

and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence. I shall be liable to

prosecution if I have wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not

bel ieve to be true.

1.2 I am 45 years of age.

1.3 I hereby certify that I am a Forensic Collision Analyst attached to the Forensic Services

Group of the New South Wales Police Force. I have specialised knowledge based on my

training, study and experience as a collision investigator and reconstructionist. I hold the

following qualifications:

Departmental Qualifications

NS WPolice Initial Training Course, N .S. W Pol ice Academy (1986);

Police Driving Course, N.S.W Police Academy (1986);

Highway Patrol Course, N.S.W Police Academy (1987);

High Speed/Pursuit Driving Course, N.S. W Police Academy (1987);

Radar Operators Course, N.S. W Police Academy (1987);

Emergency Managemen/ Course, N.S. W Police Goulburn District (1991);

Inji-a-Red Breath Analysis Opera/aI's Course, N .S. W Police Academy (1992);

Field Driver Training (Driver Developmellt) Course, N .S. W Pol ice Academy ( 1993);

Level 11 Crash Investigation Course, N.s. W Pol ice Academy (1994);

A/-Scene Crash Investigation Course, Northwest Region Crash Investigation Unit,

N.S.W Police (1997);

Da/a ;\1wlUgclIlel7lj()r III/e// igellce Officers Course, NSW Pol ice Academy (2005).
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External Qual ifications

Accident investiRation Course, Northwestern University of Illinois. U.S.A

(independent study program, 1997);

Graduate Certificate in Police lVianagement, Charles Stur! University, NSW, 1997);

Advanced Accident InvestigaLion Course, University of Texas, USA (in conjunction

with the South Australia Police Major Crash Investigation Unit, 1999);

Introduction to Road Sa/ety, University of New England, NSW (by distance

education, 1999);

Human Factors in Road Crashes, University of New England, NSW (by distance

education, 1999);

Vehicle Factors in Road Crashes, University of New England, NSW (by distance

education 1999);

Tyre Technology and Diagnosis of Failures Course, South Pacific Tyre Corporation,

Penrith (2000);

Advanced Crash Investigation Course, fPTM, University of North Florida, U.S.A (in

conjunction with the Australian Federal Police Major Crash Investigation Unit, ACT,

2001);

Traffic Crash Reconstruction Course, IPTM, University of North Florida, U.S.A (in

conjunction with the Australian Federal Police Major Crash Investigation Unit. 2002);

Certificate [J (Light Mechanical-Tyre Repair); Bridgestone Tyre Corporation, South

Australia (2002);

Vericom Familiarization Course, Vericom Corporation, U.S.A (in conjunction with

the Australian Federal Police, A.C.T, 2003);

Vehicle Dynamics, Northern Sydney Institute ofT AFE (2004);

PedestrianlBicJ'cle Crash investigation Course, IPTM, University of North Florida,

USA (in conjunction ""ith the Australian Federal Police, A.C.T, 2004);

Commercial Vehicle Crash investigation Course, IPTM. University of North Florida.

USA (in conjunction with the Australian Federal Police, A,eT, 2004);

Crash Analysis Using 'Crush' Course, Road Accident Investigation Services P/L,

Brisbane. (2005):

hill1h/e !<ohotic Totet! Stalioll Course. Ultimate Positioning Pty Lld (2005):

Advanced f'edestrian/Bicvcle Crash investigatioll Course. IPTM, University of North

Florida. USA (in conjunction with the Australian Federal Police, A.C.T. 2006);

Computer Aided Drafiing, South Western Institute of TA FE (present studies),
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Trade Course Qualifications

Craftsman Certificate in Draughtsmanship (Mechanical Engineering)

Practical Work Experience

Detail Draughtsman, Melesco Manufacturing (1982 to 1983)

Senior Detail Draughtsman, Melesco Manufacturing (1983 to 1984);

Technical Sales Representative, Wormald Group (1984 to 1986);

Traffic Specialist, N.S, W Police (1987 to 1995);

Investigator, N,S,W Police Crash Investigation Unit, Macarthur District (1995 to

1997);

Investigator, N.S, W Police Crash Investigation Unit, Greater Hume Region (1997 to

2000);

Senior Investigator, NSW Police Crash Investigation Unit (Metropolitan), Traffic

Services Group (2000 to 2003);

Forensic Collision Analyst/Reconstructionist, N ,S, W Police Forensic Services Group

(2003 to present).

Presentations and Lectures

Author/Presenter, Car Crash Evidence Preservation and the Rescuer, Berrima

Volunteer Rescue Squad (1997);

Author/Presenter, High School Drivers, Westfielcl's Sports High School (1998/2000);

Author/Presenter, Driving and the ELderLy, Probosl Group, Liverpool (1999);

Lecturer, At-Scene Crash Investigation Course, N.S,W Police Academy (2000);

Lecturer, At-Scene Crash Investigation. Military Police Training School, Department

of Defence (2002 to 2003)

Lecturer, At-Scene Crash Investigation, Defence Police Training School. Department

of Defence (2003 to 2006);

Lecturer. Investigators Courses, Sutherland District Police (2002);

Author/Presenter, YO/lng Drivers Semin!lr, Wi I1iam Carey Christian School (2004);

Author/Presenter, Friction Applications in Crush /n)l(;sligatiol7. Mctropolitan Crash

Investigation Unit (2004);

Author/Presenter, Recording At-Scene Evidence, NSW Pol ice Cl U Conference.

Ballina.2007;
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Author/Presenter, Fric:lion In A Crash Investigation Context, N.S.W Police CIU

Conference, Ballina, 2007.

Crash Investigation/Reconstruction Conferences and Field Days

Crash Investigation FieLd Research Program, NSW Police Academy (1998);

Australasian & South Pacific Association of Collision Investigators "Road Safety -

Crash Conference ", Penrith (2000);

Australasian & South Pacific Association of Collision Investigators "Fact or Friction

Conference ", Adelaide (2002).

Field Research/Testing Conducted

Vehicle skid testing (dry/wet);

Vehicle cornering characteristics;

Speed and coefficient of friction determinations;

Vehicle acceleration/deceleration characteristics;

Pedestrian impact dynamics;

Bicycle impact dynamics;

Commercial vehicle braking dynamics.

Professional Memberships

Australasian and South Pacific Association of Collision Investigators (ASPACI);

Past N.S.W State Secretary, Australasian and South Pacific Association of Collision

Investigators;

International Network of Collision Reconstructionists.

Judicial Appointments

Justice of the Peace in New South Wales (1997).

Licence Categories

NSW Drivers Licence Class MR (medium rigid):

N.S.W Boating Licence;

NSW Police Gold Category.
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1.4 I certify that I have read the Expert Witness Code of Conduct contained ill Schedules land

7 of the District Court Rules. I agree to be bound by the Code. To the best of my ability,

this report has becn prepared in accordance with the code.

1.5 The conclusions drawn in this report are based upon the information noted and available

to the writer. In the event that any additional material becomes avai lable, then further

review and analysis may be required, the results of which may affect the opinions

expressed herein.

2.0 INTRODUCTION

2.1 This repoli is prepared under instruction from Constable Natalie Hall of the Quakers Hill

Local Area Command of the New South Wales Police Force and refers to a fatal motor

vehicle collision involving a rigid truck and a child cyclist at Kellyville Ridge in the

State of New South Wales.

Fig ·s. I & 2: Reproduction oImap and satellite imugen' of collision scene.
ISource· /Yhereis.com & GoogleEurt!t.coll7i

2.2 The writer's instructions were to review the available material and provide an opinion as

to the circumstances of the collision.

(Inlem;onall\' le/i hlonk)
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3.0 REFERENCE MATERIAL

3.1 The following material, comprising the police Brief of Evidence, was reviewed prior to

preparing this report:

One (I) page copy of letter of instructioll from Constable Natal ie Hall dated 30lh

July, 2007;

One (I) page copy of Brief of Evidence Cover Sheet pro forma III the name of

Con nor Greasby;

Two (2) page copy of Contents of Brief of Evidence pro forma in the name of

Con nor Greasby;

One (1) page copy of Witness List and Summary of Evidence pro forma 111 the

name of Connor Greasby;

Three (3) page copy of statement of Constable Natalie Hall dated 24th April, 2007;

Three (3) page copy of unidentified Police notebook entry pages 120 to 125;

Two (2) copy of statement of Constable Dermot Donnelly dated 27th April, 2007;

Four (4) page copy of unidentified Police notebook entry pages 88 to 95;

Three (3) page copy of statement of Inspector Stephen Wye dated 4th May, 2007;

One (I) page copy of unidentified diary entry;

Two (2) page copy of statement of Sergeant Reginald Schmutter dated 24th April,

2007;

One (1) page copy of statement of Senior Constable Anthony Davidson dated 24th

April, 2007;

Two (2) page copy of statement of Mr. Michael Toulson dated 251h Apri I, 2007;

One (I) page copy of unidentified hand-drawn diagram;

Two (2) page copy of statement of Ms. Leisa Greasby dated 14th April, 2007;

Two (2) page copy of statement of Mr. Jason Greasby dated 14t
" April, 2007;

Six (6) page copy of statement of Mr. Gregory Lamont dated 8t
" May, 2007;

One (I) page copy of statement of Mr. Alfred Barba dated Ii" May, 2007:

Seven (7) page copy of statement of Ms. Rachael Dodds dated 3'd May, 2007;

Seven (7) page copy 01' various documents relating to the death of Master Connor

Greasby:

Fourteen (14) page copy of various documents of the New South Wales Ambulance

Service;
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Thirty-five (35) page copy of various documents produced by Fisher Cartwright

Berri man Lawyers;

One (1) page copy of un identified hand-drawn diagram;

Nine (9) page copy of unlabelled colour photographs;

One (1) page copy of forensic survey plan 1143809,

3.2 Other material referenced or reviewed include:

Traffic Accident Reconstruction, Vol.2, by L. Fricke, Northwestern University

Traffic Institute. USA, 1990;

The Traffic Accident Investigation Manual - At Scene Investigation and Technical

Follow-up, by J. Stannard-Baker and L. Fricke. Northwestern University Traffic

Institute. USA, 1986;

Training and Reference Manual for Traffic Accident Investigation, by R. Rivers,

[PTM, University of North Florida, USA, 2"d Edn, 1995;

Advanced Traffic Accident Investigation, by N. Robar and G. Ruotolo, IPTM,

University of North Florida, USA, 1998;

Vehicle-Pedestrian-Bicycle Collision Investigation Manual, ]"'1 Edn , by T. Becker,

IPTM, University of North Florida, USA, 2003;

Commercial Motor Vehicle Crash investigation, by D. Brill, IPTM, University of

North Florida, USA. 2000;

Forensic Accident Investigation: Motor Vehicles, by T. Bohan et ai, Litchie

Butterworth Publishers. 1995;

The Trajectories of Pedestrians, Motorcycles, Motorcyclists etc Following a Road

Accident, by J. Searle. SAE 831622;

Vehicle specifications for a 2002 model 1veco rigid truck;

Computer-Aided Diagram of Compactor Unit, by MacDonald Johnston

Engi neeri ng;

Roads and Traffic Authority of New South Wales. \\ 1I1I.I'(a.Il';II.!20\ .:IlI;

Rureau of Meteorology. 11\\ 1\ .bolll.!2o\ "IU:

Traffic Lmt (J\'SIIV). 9111 Edn, by M. Britts. The Law Book Company. 2002;

Developmental Stages of Children und Accident Risk i'otential, by R. Ahern et ai,

1989 International Winter Meeting of the Society of Agricultural Engineers, 1989;
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Road Crushes and Child Injury Trends, by Or. S. Adall1s, extract from a paper

presented to MAAlNRMA Road Safer Kids seminar, 2003;

One (I) copy of forensic survey plan I 143914.

4.0 COLLISION OVERVIEW

4.1 From the information supplied in the Brief of Evidence it is the writers understanding

that on Friday 611l April, 2007 an (veco rigid truck (herein referred to as "the truck")

registered number Y./U-821(NSW) was being driven upon Stave Place at Kellyville

Ridge by Mr. Gregory Lamont who was the sole occupant.

4.2 The truck operates as a household recycling collection vehicle and was assisting on a

scheduled route.

4.3 About 12.10pm that day whilst travelling in reverse a short distance to access recycling

containers the rear driver's side tyres of that vehicle collided with, and drove over, a

young child Master Con nor Greasby who was riding a bicycle (herein referred to as "the

bicycle ").

4.4 The truck was then driven forwards a short distance to continue its collection, driving

over the prone chi Id on a second occasion.

4.5 As a result of the collision the rider of the bicycle (Master Greasby) suffered a fatal

(1IIIel/liol/ulh' 1~/i Munk)
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5.0 METEOROLOGICAL INFORMATION

5.1 In her statement Constable Natal ie Hall [at para. 6] states the weather was fine, although

overcast at the time of her arrival approximately 20 minutes after the collision. There

was no evidence to suggest that the weather conditions had altered between the collision

and her arri val.

5.2 On that basis, the prevailing weather conditions were not considered a contributory

factor in the collision and they were dismissed from any further consideration.

6.0 REVIEW OF WITNESS TESTIMONY

6.1 According to the information provided there were three (3) witnesses identified.

Mr. Michael Toulson

6.2 The observations of the witness Mr. Michael Toulson [at para. 7] were restricted to a

portion of the impact sequence.

following relevant comments:

[Para. 6]

Notwithstanding that, he was able to provide the

., The truck was moving ve,y slowly, at a speed that would
have been equivalent to a walking pace. I think that the truck
Ilias moving backwards but I don't remember hearing any reversing
signal or other noise ".

Ms. Leisa Greasby

6.3 The witness Mrs. Leisa Greasby is the natural mother of the deceased Master Connor

Greasby.

6.4 In her statement Mrs. Greasby [at para. 4] provided an overview of the young child's

development and health.

Mr. .L:lSOll Greasby

6.5 The witness Mr. Jason Greasby IS the natural father of the deceased Master Con nor

Greasby.
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6.6 Although not having witnessed the impact Mr. Greasby provided the following relevant

information:

[Para. 9]

"He was qllite good on his bike and was ve,)' con/idem with his riding
We had tallght him that i{there was a cur he had to get cd/the bike and
move over to the grass ..

[Para. I I]

I saw the garbage truck coming up Miller IFay, lowards Slave
Place end, Connor \I'as on his bike on the road betll'eenlhe garbage truck
and Lheji'ont of our hOllse ...

[Para. 12]

"/turned arollnd and / finished the /aw/1 / had the blower, / was vacuuming
a/I of Lhe grass bits up. J went to Ihe garage and slarled 10 pack it all away.
/ heard a lady screaming in the slreet .

7.0 REVIEW OF PHYSICAL EVIDENCE

7.1 A review of the twenty-seven (27) colour photographs taken by Constable Hall, and the

survey plan provided with the Brief of Evidence, was undertaken.

7.2 If the collision is viewed from an analytical perspective and effectively 'walked' through

a scrape markl on the roadYl'a/ is the first item of physical evidence that becomes

apparent.

(l1I/CII/iOIl"/'" teji hlallkl

I Scrape mark Superllcial damage to the pavement surtace as a result of a hard oblecl being dragged across rhe surtace. a superficial mark
that does not result in the displacement of pavement material

7
- Roadwav That part of a trafficway designed. Improved. and ordinarii) used for motor vehicle travel or, where various classes of motor

vehicle travel or motor vehicles are segregated. that part ofa trarficwav used b, a particular class of vehicle. The formed
trartldable portion orthe carriageway: usually constructed or bitumen or concrete
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Fig. 4 Depicts the physical evidence markings [Source: C'RTJ

7.3 There were no photographs available depicting this scrape mark from which an

independent assessment could be made,

7.4 In the writer's opinion, the scrape mark was most likely created by the bicycle, although

it could not be satisfactorily determined if it had been created during the trucks rearward

or forward movement.

7.5 The next item of physical evidence that becomes apparent is an area of pooled blood,

consistent with the final position of Master Greasby,

8.0 VEHICLE INFORMATION

Iveco Rigid Truck

8.1 According to the data-base maintained by the Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) the

blue coloured lveco rigid truck registered number YJU-821 (NSW) possessed a

compl iance plate manufacture date of October, 2002,

(/men/lOna/h' /~ft blank)
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Fig's. 5 & 6. Depicts the Iveco rigid truck ISource' ('Rn

8.2 Broadly speaking, this vehicle is considered to be in the "heavy rigid" category with a

Tare Weight of 10780kg and a Gross Vehicle Mass of 16000kg. It possesses a 6-

cylinder, 8-litre diesel engine with a single axle, rear-wheel driven manual transmission.

The vehicle is fitted with a 29m3 Side Loader household recycling collection pod and is

marked in the "Cleanaway" livery.

8.3 The truck is modified for use within the recycling collection industry with the adaption

of dual (left and right-hand side) driver operations. At the time of this collision the

vehicle was being operated from the left-hand (or nearside) position,

8.4 The RT A data base indicates the truck to be owned by Brambles Australia Limited with

an acquisition date of 6'h December, 2002.

8.5 It was noted that the truck was not subjected to a post-collision mechanical examination.

Notwithstanding that, the statement of Ms. Rachael Dodds [at para. 28 to 33] indicates

the truck undergoes a daily inspection and scheduled maintenance program.

8.6 It is reasonable therefore to conclude that the truck was in a roadworthy condition at the

time of the collision.

8.7 Given the circulllstances of the collision the writer is of the opinion that it would be

highly unlikely that any mechanical defect, or failure, contributed to the cause of the

collision and accordingly, this aspect was dismissed from any fllliher consideration.
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8.8 Although not specifically stated in the Brief of Evidence. there does not appear to have

been any physical evidence (ie: collision damage) observed on the truck.

8.9 Under normal circumstances. collision damage is useful in determining the orientation

and trajectory of the involved units at impact. It stands to reason therefore, that the lack

of any such damage provides no assistance in determining the pre-impact path of travel

of the bicycle.

Vehicle Construction

8.10 The construction of the vehicle was such that an area of free-space is avai lable between

the rear axle and rear of the collection pod. The free-space area is necessary to

accommodate the tipping of the collection pod during discharge.

Fig. 7: Depicts the availableji-ee-space under the collection pod
[Source: McDonald Johnston Eng/CR7]

8.11 The height of the free-space area was determined to be approximately 1.1 metres which,

in the writers opinion. is reasonably sufficient for a young chi Id on a bicycle to pass

under.

Reversing Alarm

8.12 The truck is fitted with a reversing alarm that emits an audible signal (in the form of a

broad-band electronic pulse of sound) when the reverse gear is selected. The activation

orthe alarm occurs automatically and is not dependant upon the driver.
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8.13 Although the witness Mr. Michael Toulson [at para. 6] was unable to recall hearing that

alarm, it was subsequently tested post-impact at the scene by Inspector Stephen Wye [at

para. 12] and found to be functioning correctly.

8.14 Research by the writer indicates that alarms using broad-band signals wi 11alert a person

to the fact that a vehicle nearby is reversing and to locate the source of that noise (ie: the

alarm) in circumstances where a clear view of the vehicle is unavailable.

8.15 However, in the case of a young child it IS reasonable to suggest that their

comprehension of the significance of the warning device has not yet developed,

rendering such devices virtually ineffective.

Rotating Beacons

8.16 The truck is also fitted with rotating amber-coloured beacons fitted to both the front and

rear. In each case the beacons are mounted high on the vehicle, that is to say, on the

roof of the cabin at the front, and on top of, the recycl ing pod at the rear. The acti vation

of the beacons is driver dependant.

Fig 8: Position o(rotating beacons indicated bv yellOll' arroll'S [Source.' eR7]

8.17 The primary function of the rotating beacons is to provide a visual warning device to

other road users as 10 the vehicles activities. They are not intended, nor fitted for the

purpose of warning pedestrians of any reversing ,lclivities of'the vehicle per se.
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8.18 In his statement Mr. Lamont [at para. 45 & 46J indicates that he had activated the

beacons prior to commenclllg his activities. Whilst it is not possible to conclusively

determine if those beacons were in operation, it would not, in the writer's opinion, have

prevented or altered the outcome of the collision in any case.

8.19 In the case of a young chi Id, it is reasonable to suggest that the significance of the

rotating beacons is beyond their comprehension, also rendering such devices virtually

ineffecti ve.

Reversing Camera

8.20 The truck is also fitted with a "Mitsubishi" brand closed-circuit reversing camera. The

system provides supplementary assistance to drivers where rearward vision is obstructed,

particularly due to the vehicles design, construction and/or loading.

8.21 The camera fitted to this vehicle is mounted centrally at the rear immediately under the

amber rotating beacon.

Fig. 9: Depicts the reversing camera(ixture at the rear of the
truck [Source.' eR7]
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8.22 The image captured by the camera is relayed (in real-time) to a monitor mounted in the

centre dash area of the driver's compartment. It does not have facilities, nor was it

intended, to capture and store such images, The activation of the camera occurs

automatically when the reverse gear is selected,

Fig. 10: Depicts the image appearing on the driver's monitor
[Source: CR7]

8.23 it was noted that the reversing camera was not inspected or tested at the scene, For the

purpose of this report, and failing any evidence to the contrary, it is assumed that this

unit was functioning at the time of the collision,

8.24 it is apparent that the image provided by the camera exhibits some degree of distortion,

presenting as a 'fish-eye' view, and with limitations in its field of view, This aspect will

be discussed further in paragraph 8,35,

8.25 The position of the monitor screen within the vehicle has also been considered, In order

that it be accessible from either the left-hand or right-hand driving position it is centrally

mounted (and pivoted) in the centre of the dashboard area of the cabin.

8.26 In the writer's opinion. the central positioning of the monitor creates a potential 'gap' in

the driver's system of vehicle control',

] The system of vehicle control is considered to be all actiVIties involved in the driving task sucb as gear selection. the use of mirrors and
brake. steering and acceleration inputs
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8.27 The driving system whilst reversing in such situations involve the use of one external

rear-view mirror, scanning across the vehicle to either the opposite external mirror then

the monitor, or alternati vely the monitor then the opposite external mirror, then scanning

back to the origi nal external mirror.

8.28 It stands to reason, in the writer's opinion, that at each scan the driver's VISIon IS

temporarily removed fr0111the task, albeit for ShOli periods of time «I second). This

time frame however, is exacerbated where the driver is required to re-focus and/or adapt

to the monitor screen due to the distorted image presented, and particularly where there

is a substantial difference in available lighting when transitioning from outside the

vehicle to inside or vice versa.

8.29 Hypothetically speaking, it is possible that a moving pedestrian, and particularly a small

child, could briefly appear within the camera's field of view and yet go undetected

during that period whilst the driver's vision/focus is being re-established. This aspect

would require further research and investigation which is outside the scope of this report.

Reversing Sensors

8.30 The truck is also fitted with a reversing sensor device. The reversing sensor provides

supplementary assistance using ultrasonic proximity detectors fitted to the rear of the

vehicle to continuously monitor the available distance it is in relation to any obstacle

within the detection zone. An audible warning alerts the driver to the presence of

objects behind the vehicle with the frequency, and rate of emission, increasing as the

distance closes.

8.31 The detectors are mounted on the rear of the collection pod as demonstrated below:

(/menl/Ollo//V /efi b/ollk)
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Fig 11: Depicts the location o/the
reversing sensors
[Source. CR!]

8.32 It is apparent that the sensors are mounted reasonably high on the truck, although the

sensor mounted closest to the centre of the vehicle is orientated such that it provides a

detection zone for that area between the two outer sensors and down to the roadway.

8.33 It is important to note that the sensors have a limited 'detection zone' as graphically

demonstrated below:

Fig 12: Example a/reversing sensor detection zone (sho\lln hatched)
[Source. CR?]

8.34 The above diagram clearly demonstrates thal any object outside the detectioll zone. such

as an approach from either side, would not activate the alarm.
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8.35 On Wednesday 26'11 September. 2007 the writer attended the "Cleanaway" depot at

Blacktown. Using the truck involved in this matter, the writer established the boundary

of the visual field provided by the right-hand side convex (or 'fish-eye') lens, right-hand

side external rear-view mirror and the rear-mounted camera system.

8.36 From that. a forensic survey was conducted from which was a computer-aided diagram

was produced as follows:

UC~'l:r.l'iflg

I Cfll/lera
: '-,!lJIH'
,

Fig. /3.· Graphic representation of visual ::;onesof the
reversing camera, convex lens and external rear
vision mirror [Source.· eR7]

8.37 The above diagram graphically demonstrates the visual field provided by the

combination of those systems.

8.38 It should be noted that the diagram is provided as a guide only. The boundary of the

external mirrors is subjective, being dependant upon such things as the driver's height,

seating position and movements etc.

Initial Movement of Iveco

8.39 Based 011 the information available. the writer is satisfied that the truck had turned right

out or Miller Way into Stave Place moving lo a slationary position relatively parallel 10,

but offset from the kerb alignment, due to the parked vehicle.
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8.40 There was no indication in the Brief or Evidence to suggest that the parked vehicle was

in contravention orthe regulations".

Speed of Iveco

8.41 In his statement Mr. Lamont [at para. 58] states that he would have been travelling at no

more than 3kPH. This estimate is supported by the testimony of the witness Mr.

Michael Toulson [at para. 6] who estimated the speed of the truck to be comparable to a

'walking pace'.

8.42 Whilst there is no physical evidence available from which the speed of the truck could be

independently determined, the writer considers it more likely than not that, under the

circumstances, the truck would have been travelling at a very low speed and that the

estimates of speed of both Mr. Lamont and Mr. Toulson are not unreasonable.

8.43 On that basis, the speed of the truck was not considered a contributory factor In the

collision and it was dismissed from any further consideration.

Bicycle

8.44 The "Mongoose" brand bicycle (herein referred to as "the bicycle") ridden by the young

child was of a BMX style and 16" in size. The frame was of an aluminium-alloy

construction and predominantly chrome (or silver) in colour.

Fig. 1./. Depicts t!le 'Mongoose' brand bicvcle ISource' eRrl

4 Australian Road Rules. Dlv 8. Pt. 12 - Restrictions on Slopping & Parking. Rule 208
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8.45 Broadly speaking. this bicycle is commercially available and typical of the style of

bicycle ridden by young children. Enquiries by the writer indicate the size of the

bicycle was appropriate for the age of the young child.

8.46 On Monday 24th September, 2007 the writer attended the Quakers Hill Police Station

where an inspection of the bicycle was conducted.

8.47 The damage exhibited by the bicycle is reasonably consistent with the circumstances of

the collision and can be summarized as follows:

the left-hand side of the handle-bar was fractured and bent downwards;

the rear wheel was bent out of alignment; and

the saddle (or seat) was bent to the right and downwards.

Fig '.I /5& 16.' Depicts the dall/oge 10 Ihe bicycle [Source: eNTI

8.48 It was noted that a small portion of a grease-like substance was adhering to the right-

hand side of the front wheel forks as showll below. This grease-like substance was

reasonably consistent with the grease build-up observed under the rear axle of the truck,
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Fig 17.· Depicts the grease adhering to thefiontforks
[Source. eRr]

8.49 The bicycle was equipped with a right-hand operated, rear-only brake caliper. When

tested, the brake was capable of causing wheel-lock (ie: harsh braking) with little effort.

In the writer's opinion, the brake setting appeared to be sufficient for a young male child.

8.50 It is reasonable therefore to conclude that the bicycle was in a 'roadworthy' condition at

the time of the collision.

8.51 Generally speaking, collision damage to a bicycle is useful in determining its orientation

at impact. In this matter, the most likely contact points, being the extremities (or ends)

of the pedals, axles and handle-bars exhibited scrape marks on each component. It was

not possible to differentiate between any existing damage from that which may have

occurred during this impact.

Initial Movement of Bicycle

8.52 It will be recalled that both Mr. Lamont [at para. 49] and Mr. Greasby [at para. 11]

indicate that the young child had last been seen in Miller Way moments prior to the

collision.

8.53 It will be further recalled that there was no physical evidence exhibited, nor witness

tes1imony provided. from which the pre-imract path of travel of the young child can be

conclusively detennined.
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8.54 The nature of the damage, and presence of the grease on the front forks, suggest that the

right-hand side of the bicycle had presented itself to the truck at the time of impact.

This aspect will be discussed further in Section 11.0 - Collision Dynamics.

9.0 DRIVER/RIDER INFORMATION

Mr. Gregory Lamont

9.1 It will be recalled [from para. 4.1] the truck was being driven by Mr. Gregory Lamont, a

full-time employee of "Cleanaway".

9.2 According to the RTA data-base Mr. Lamont is the holder of a New South Wales Class

HC5 licence issued on 13th January, 2003. It is apparent that Mr. Lamont has held

licences in other states of Australia, the details of which were not available to the writer.

9.3 Based on the information provided [statement of Rachael Dodds para. 34 to 40] Mr.

Lamont has been employed as a driver with "Cleanaway" since January, 2003. It was

indicated that he is considered to be a competent driver of 'side-loader compaction

vehicles' and an otherwise valued employee.

9.4 There was no evidence to suggest that Mr. Lamont was impaired by alcohol, prescription

medication or any illicit substance at the time of the collision.

9.5 Further, there was no evidence to suggest that Mr. Lamont may have been affected by

fatigue at the time of this collision.

9.6 In his statement Mr. Lamont provided relevant information which has been summarized

as follows:

has been driving heavy vehicles for approximately 23 years and

refuse collection vehicles for approximately 14 years;

driven this particular vehicle for approximately 3.5 years;

had conducted a pre-departure vehicle check;

5 Class HC A 'Class HC' licence heav) combination vehicles like a prime mover towing a semi-trailer. 0 rigid vehicles towing a trailer
with a GYM of more than 9 tonnes. Also includes vehicles Itl 'Class IIR'
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had finished his designated route and in accordance with accepted

company practice, continued on to assist the designated route operator;

had collected recycl ing containers along one side of Stave Place and

Miller Way and was in the process of collecting refuse along the

opposing side;

whilst near the end of Miller Way had observed the young child nearby;

due to the distribution of parked vehicles was required to maneuver his

vehicle rearwards, having checked the external mirrors and reversing

camera, to access those containers;

had reversed and collected two recycling containers moving at a very

slow speed; and

whilst moving forward to access the next recycling container became

aware, due to the actions ofa by-stander, that a collision had occurred.

Master Con nor Greasby

9.7 It will also be recalled [from para. 4.3] the bicycle was being ridden by Master Con nor

Greasby who was five (5) years of age.

9.8 From the information provided by Mrs. Leisa Greasby [at para. 4] it would appear that

the young child was a reasonably competent rider for his tender years.

9.9 There was no evidence to suggest that Master Greasby was impaired by any prescription

medication at the time of the collision.

Helmet

9.10 From the information available it is apparent that the young child was wearing a bicycle

helmet at the time of impact. The helmet was of the 'Micro shell' style consisting of a

thin plastic cover over a foam shell.

widely used throughout Australia,

Such helmets are commercially available and

9.11 Primarily. such helmets are intended to protect the wearer from head impact injuries as a

result of a low-speed impact or a fall. They are not intended, nor designed to withstand

high-load forces such as that imposed in this matter.
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9.12 The circumstances of this collisioll were such that the helmet could not, alld would not,

have provided any head protection whatsoever. Indeed, it is possible to further state

that any head protection (ie: a motorcycle helmet or industrial sarety helmet) would have

been of no use whatsoever in minimizing the injuries sustained.

Injuries

9.13 The injuries sustained by Master Greasby were extensive and, in the writers opinion and

experience, inconsistent with having been driven over on one occasion. They are

however, more consistent with the truck having driven over him on two occasions firstly,

whilst reversing then again whilst moving forward.

9.14 This view is supported by the final position of the truck relati ve to the young child and

bicycle.

10.0 INSPECTION OF COLLISION SCENE

10.1 About 1.00pm on Wednesday 19th September, 2007 the writer inspected the scene of this

collision. The location of the collision was confirmed by referencing the supplied

photographs and survey plan.

Fig. 18: Depicts a general view along Stave Place [Source.' CI?7]

10.2 The yellow coloured marker paint. as used by Crime Scene lJnit personnel to highlight

physical evidence (eg: vehicle positions) had remained visible. albeit very feint.
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10.3 At the time of this inspection it was daylight and fine. The bitumen roadway was dry

and free of any surface contaminants (ie: sand, dirt, oil etc). The existence of those

paint marks conclusively determined that no realignment or re-surfacing of the roadway

had occurred since the collision.

10.4 According to the RTA Functional Classification of Roads6
, Stave Place is considered to

be a 'local road' providing access to residential dwellings in both Miller Way and Stave

Place.

Roadway Description

10.5 The roadway in the vicinity of this collision is essentially a cul-de-sac with Miller Way

terminating on the northern side. The width of the roadway of Stave Place is

approximately 5.6 metres (by scalar measurement). Rolled concrete kerb and guttering

is provided on both sides of the roadway. In a broad sense, Stave Place is typical of

such roads in recently established residential areas.

Roadway Surface

10.6 The roadway surface of Stave Place was in good condition with no subsidence or

irregularities observed. This appears to be consistent with the pavement surface as

exhibited in the photographs.

10.7 The construction or condition of the roadway surface is not, in the writer's opinion, a

contri butory factor in the coli ision and it was dismissed from any further consideration.

11.0 COLLISION ANALYSIS

11.1 Generally speaking, collision analysis requires a step-by-step deductive approach.

Whilst the pre-impact path of travel of the truck can be satisfactorily determined it will

be recalled that there is no physical evidence exhibited from which the pre-impact path

of travel oYthe bicycle could be satisfactorily determined.

bRoads & Traffic Authority Road Design GUide. Section 1 BasIc Design GUide. p 1-2. August. 1991
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11.2 On that basis, the writer proffers three pre-impact scenario's, using predictive modelling,

that will be outlined herein.

Scenario I

11.3 In the first scenario, it is accepted that the truck had turned right from Miller Way into

Stave Place and became stationary, albeit briefly, prior to reversing.

11.4 During the trucks circuitous right-hand turn the bicycle had been ridden directly across

Stave Place such that it was relatively perpendicular to the alignment of the stationary

truck.

11.5 It will be recalled from his statement Mr. Lamont [at para. 53] states that, from his

position on the left-side of the vehicle, he looked in the right-hand side external rear-

view mirror, the rear-vision camera monitor and then the left-hand side rear-view mirror

prior to reversing. This system of vehicle control and manoeuvring is reasonably

typical of that employed7 by the drivers of such vehicles.

11.6 At the time of looking in the right-hand side external mirror and the camera monitor the

bicycle, although moving, had remained outside the field of view provided by both

systems. It was also outside the detection zone of the reversing sensors.

11.7 During the trucks rearward movement, with the driver's attention focussed on avoiding

the parked vehicles and aligning the container lifting mechanism using the left-hand side

external m irror, the trajectory of the bicycle remai ned unchanged such that the two

converged into collision.

11.8 If the scenario outlined above is accepted. it is possible to graphically demonstrate that

collision sequence as follows:

7 Based on the writer's experience of having driven rigid vehicles and as demonstrated during cover1 surveillance by the writer of identical
refuse collection vehicles in the L.iverpool/Campbelllown area's during October
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Fig 19.
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Graphic representation o/Scenario I
[Source. eRl]

11.9 It should be noted that the time frame for the bicycle to have passed across the visual

field provided by the right-hand side extemal mirror would, in the writer's opinion, be a

finite period and unlikely to have been detected by the truck driver.

Scenario 2

11.10 In the second scenano the truck had followed the same path as outlined above.

However, on this occasion the bicycle had been positioned, and ridden, directly behind

the truck and following its circuitous path to where it came to a stop.

11.11 The young child. lacking the ability to anticipate the vehicle stopping, continued up to or

under the rear of the truck such that not only was it outside the visibility of the rear-

vision camera and both external rear-vision mirrors, it was also outside the detection

zone of the reversing sensors as demonstrated below:

(Inrellliona/lv le./i blank)
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Fig. 20.· Graphic representation o/Scenario 2
(Source. eR7]

Scenario 3

I L12 In the third scenario, the bicycle followed the circuitous path of the truck on its left-hand

side, possibly on the footpath, until it became stationary, albeit briefly, prior to reversing.

1I.l3 At the time, the bicycle was positioned not only outside the visual field of the left-hand

side external rear-vision mirror and reversing camera, it was also outside the reversing

detection zone of the reversing sensors.

1I.14 It will be recalled that in his statement Mr. Lamont [at para. 53J states that, from his

position on the left-side of the vehicle, he then looked in the right-hand side external

rear-view mirror, the rear-vision camera monitor and then the left-hand side rear-view

mirror prior to reversing.

I LIS During the driver's initial scan of the external rear-view mirror on the right-hand side

and monitor screen, the young child commenced to ride across the trud;'s path of travel

such that the two converged into collision.
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11.16 If the scenario outlined above is accepted. it is possible to graphically demonstrate the

collision sequence as follows:

,
I

I
i

i
J

J

11.17 It should be noted that the time frame for the bicycle to have passed across the visual

field provided by the left-hand side external mirror would, in the writer's opinion, be a

finite period and unlikely to have been detected by the truck driver.

11.18 Having considered each of the abovementioned scenario's, and taking into account the

physical evidence and witness testimony. the writer is of the view that Scenario I would

be the' most likely coil ision scenario'. It should be noted however, that any variation on

each scenario is possible and cannot be arbitrarily dismissed.

Ancillary Issues

11.19 In his statement Mr. Greasby [at para. 7] indicates that it was an accepted practice to

allow the young child to ride the bicycle un the road,vay unsupervised.

appears that this practice extended to a number of young children in that street.
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11.20 The practice of allowing young children to move about the roadway unsupervised

appears to be based on the mistaken belief that the roadway, being predominantly a cul-

de-sac used by local traffic, offers a greater degree of safety compared to a through-road.

11.21 This view fails however, to take into account the possibility of vehicles visiting or

servicing the area.

11.22 The ability of young children to adequately recognize danger, although outside the

writer's area of expertise, is relevant in this matter and requires some consideration.

11.23 In their paper Ahern et al provided the following relevant comment:

''Although children begin to develop some self-control during this period
(ages 4 to 6 year~) they do no/ easily recogl1i=edangerous situations and
often do no/ have sl'lfficient knowledge or control o.ftheir bodies to
avoid danger. For example, they may go /00 close to moving machinery
because they do not reali::ewhm aspects of machine I)' are dangerous.

And if they dof/nally recogni::e danger, they may not have sufficient control
of their muscles to react and get away quickly. They also tend to become
caught up in their own actions and pay little attention to the larger world
around them. For example, in the excitement of play, they may not notice
they are running close to (farm) machinel)i. large animals or other dangers.

As a result, children o.fthis age still need constant supervision ".

11.24 Continuing further Adams (2003) also provided relevant comment as follows:

"Despite the limitations children under 10 have in dealing with traffic,
it seems that adults. and in particular parents, are vel)' prone to
overestimating them..... This age bracket is one o.fthe main groups
of children we have found to be involved in pedestrian accidents in wOI"I)'ing
numbers, and it appears that lack o/supervision is one of the key risk

factors/or them ... "

11.25 In the writer's opinion, although the young child may have been a reasonably competent

bicycle rider his tender years, and by convention his undeveloped ability to assess

potential danger, required that he remain under direct supervision.

(Inten/ionalll' lerr blank)
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12.0 CONCLUSION

12.1 Based wholly or substantially on the information suppl ied, together with my

qualifications, training and experience, I am of the opinion that:

12.2 About 12.1 Opm on Friday 61h April, 2007 Mr. Gregory Lamont was the driver of a Iveco

heavy rigid recycling collection vehicle (referred to as "the truck") upon Stave Place at

Kellyville Ridge.

12.3 At that time the young child Master Connor Greasby was riding his Mongoose brand

bicycle (referred to as "the bicycle ") upon that roadway.

12.4 Whilst reversing to access recycling containers positioned on the footpath, the rear

driver's side tyres of that vehicle drove over the young child. Whilst moving forwards

to access the remaining recycling containers the same tyres of the truck drove over the

young child on a second occasion.

12.5 As a result of that collision the young child suffered a fatal injury.

12.6 There is no evidence available from which the pre-impact path of travel of the bicycle

could be conclusively determined.

12.7 On the balance of probabilities, it is 'more likely than not' that the bicycle had been

ridden across Stave Place on a convergent collision path with the trucks rear right-hand

side.

12.8 The most likely reason for the young child to have been able to move behind the truck

undetected was the bicycle's approach path of travel during the driver's scanning of the

external mirrors and internal monitor.

Exclusions

12.9 The meteorological conditions were no! a contributory factor in the collision.

12.10 The mechanical condition of the truck was not a contributory factor in the collision.
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12.11 The mechanical condition of the bicycle was not a contributory factor in the collision.

12.12 The construction, and condition, of the roadway was not considered a contributory factor

in the collision.

12.13 Driver impairment due to alcohol, prescription medication, fatigue or an illicit substance,

either singularly or in combination, are not considered to be contributory factors in the

collision.

12.14 The speed of the truck, estimated to be at a "walking pace", or between 2kPH and 3kPH,

was not considered to be a contributory factor in the collision.

Causation

12.15 The primary causal factor in the collision was considered to be the young child's ingress

into the path of the reversing truck.

12.16 The absence of adequate supervision of the young child was considered to be a major

contri butory factor.

Recommendations

12.17 Having considered the circumstances of the collision the writer makes the following

recommendations:

I. That "Cleanaway" conduct a revIew and feasibility study of the current

placement of rear parking sensors on the vehicle with particular reference to

their ability in detecting pedestrians, including any benetits derived from

providi ng such sensors covering the free-space under the rear of the collection

pod.

2. That the waste disposal industry. generally conduct Cl revIew and feasibility

study of installing a rear-vision camera system capable of recording and

storing images.
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3. That "Cleanaway", and the waste disposal industry generally, conduct a

review and feasibility study into re-locating the monitor screen to an internal

position between the steering wheel and the external rear-vision mirror in use.

4. That the Roads and Traffic Authority, in corroboration with the waste

disposal industry, formulate and conduct an appropriate public education

campaign with the aim of raising safety awareness around such vehicles.

12.18 The writer acknowledges the swift response by "Cleanaway" in trialling an additional

reversing camera mounted to the offside (or drivers side) external rear-vision mirror in

an effort to increase the visibility on that side of the vehicle when being operated from

the left-hand side position.

/"1

i './")
I~i'rt~j_':J. __~·

~I.J. Bain
Senior Constable
Illh October, 2007.
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